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COOPEHATCVE HOUSTNG POH

Introduction and summary

1. The purpose of this paper is to suggest certain ooncrete steps

which can be taken by officers of governments of African nations so

that the citizens of their countries may have more adequate opportunities

for securing satisfactory housing and developing effective communities.

2. Prior to the presentation of these concrete steps, this paper

reports on two existing cooperative housing programs in Africa and on

cooperative housing as it might be, as seen by an African architeot.

After suggesting the fields of action which are available, it concludes

with a reflective paragraph on the meaning of adequate housing to men and

women in the African states.

Perspective

3. In approaching any problem or program it is necessary to secure and

retain a perspective upon the size of the problem and its meaning in a

given setting.

4- There are few cities in the continent of Africa which have the

magnitude of the large urban masses of the other continents of the world.

Only two in,member states, Cairo and Alexandria, exceed a million in

population. Algiers and Casablanca approach one million. Leopoldville,

Ibadan, Addis Ababa, Nairobi and Accra are between 400,000 and 800,000.

Only 10 per cent of the estimated 308,000,000 people of the continent live

in communities with as many as 5»000 people.

1/ Prepared by Mr. L. Albert Wilson, Foundation for Cooperative Housing
Services Inc., Washington, D. C., U.S.A. The views expressed in the

document are not necessarily those of the Commission secretariat.



5* Africa's urban problems are not those of industrial 3&irope and

North America nor of the exploding populations of Latin America or Asia.

However, its urban problems of which housing is the most immediate and

social expression, will affect the quality of life of the people of Africa

just as much. Africa1s cities of tomorrow are its towns of today. The

need of citizens whc saek the opportunities of cities must not be ignored

and a policy for resettlement is necessary*

Cooperative ;housing in Africa now .

6. United Arab Republic

:Housing.cooperatives have been an affective means of securing

housing In Egypt during the last 15 years. This has resulted

from encouragement of government under the national housing plan*

establiahsd in 1951. At that time a special body, The Egyptian

Organization fcr Cooperative Housing was established to provide

technical and financial assistance. Botwaen 1953 and 1963 about

45OOO units of housing were provided by Egypt-isn housing coopera

tives. An example of cooperative housing in liigypt is a cooperative

estate of 300 houses built near the Dckki Agricultural Museum, at

a cost of <H00~600 down payment with a 15 year loan for the balance*

Housing cooperatives have usually secured public land at cost for

the building sites, with loons from governruont, commercial banks,

insurance companies and social security, covering 60 per cent to

' '' 70 per* csn't of the cost cf tho 'h'outirrs ^epayabie over 15 to' 20 year

terms.

The local cooperatives in Kgypt are usually fe-rmsd by persons

employed by the same organization such as the police, the army

or a university.

Construction has usually ,be.en by private contractors but some have

'* ; been built by cooperatives of "building workers.* Cooperative housing

societies have also dona self- or mutual-help housing programs.
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1* Tunisia

Housing cooperatives have been encouraged and to some extent

sponsored by the government of (Iunisia. Housing cooperatives,

the -^Cooperatives du Logement'' are made up of persons living in

communities which are cooperative during purchase, construction,

development and management. These cooperative members usually

are employees of the same organization such as a Ministry of

Government or the municipal police. For instance the coopera

tive which built 300 units of housing for employees of the

ministry of Finance provided three bedroom houses for senior

personnel costing approximately ^6,000 and smaller but adequate

units for junior officers. Another attractive project in Tunis

is a housing cooperative for the municipal police made up

largely -of three bedroom houses costing approximately tf5,000.

Still another significant housing cooperative in Tunis is

that for dock workers, made up of small but adequate units

costing as little as $1,600.

The government of Tunisia has been providingabout $2,000,000

per year for housing loans about half of which have financed

cooperative housing in and around Tunis.

There is another kind of housing cooperative in Tunisia not

unlike that found in Scandinavia countries and Canada^ These

are "Cooperatives du Batiment" whose members are the masons,

carpenters and other braftmen who build houses. The Coopera

tives du Batiment are essentially cooperative construction

firms. -...In some places they build as much as 90 per cent of the

units for Cooperatives du Logement.

Housing cooperatives have been an unusual and effeotive part

of the rural cooperative development of Tunisia. The re

organization of Tunisia's agriculture, after securing its

independence in 1956, made it imperative that a great many
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houses be built rapidly- About 200,000 European farmers had

gone back home. The lands which they had owned on which

Ilmisians worked as tenants or laborers did not have adequate

housing- In the extensive agriculture area of the Medjerda

River Valley near Tunis new rural communities were established

as agricultural cooperative enterprises.

Tenants and laborers were brought in from their scattered mud.

and straw huts to village centers and given attractive land which

could not be separated from the cooperative. Their small but

modern cement block houses lined two sides of a U—shaped community

with the community center building and a Mosque at the end of the

pattern. The development of these communities has been particular

ly impressive during the last ten years.

Part of the financing for these new agricultural cooperative

communities was seoured from the U.S. Pood for Peace program and

some assistance from the Peace Corps.

Cooperative housing - as it might be

8» It has seemed to many observers during recent years that the

cooperative instruments and techniques might be most effective in Africa.

"Cooperative housing seems to fit".

9« Such an opinion is firmly held by a Nigerian Architeot, David

Aradeon. Mr. Aradeon won the Paris Prize in National competition in

the United States for his thesis project on, Agbaja, a Nigerian mining

town. He was particularly impressed with cooperative housing efforts

in the Scandinavian countries. Mr. Aradeon1s proposals have recently been

published in Ibadan, in an article entitled, "Cooperative Housing - A

Vital Solution for Housing Problems in Nigeria's Urban Centers." .

In this article Mr. Aradeon sayss
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It seems to me that cooperative housing has the capacity to

generate a solution on a scale that would show some perceptible

results. Unlike The Nigerian Building Society and Tbe African

Staff Housing Fund which provide loans and mortgages

to individual home owners, usually senior officials in the

. civil service and commercial companies3 what we need in Nagpria

is cooperative housing like HAKA in Finland and in Sweden the

H.S.B*, otherwise known as the National Association of Tenants

Savings and Building Societies whose members acquire ownership

of flats by investing in an apartment building. In Nigeria1s

urban centers^ the cooperative housing would be geared towards

providing housing accommodations for the middle and low income

groups.,

Throughout the country, cooperatives would be formed at national

and local levels. Any citizen could participate by joining

the society at the local level and depositing mcney in the form

of savings in tha national society's savings funds. With the

help of tho national body, a local society would acquire land

and plans would be drawn up for a housing project on this site»

The national body would negotiate for loans from the government

and the apartment hcu^e would "be built- Upon completion of the

building, the members would take occupancy. They would continue

their monthly peyraents into the savings fund until the financing

of the apartment was completed. At this point, they would

become -joint owners of the land and the apartment building and

individual owners of their flats, paying only for maintenance

. and other amenities such as electricity, water supply and sewage

system.

10# Mr. Aradeon then applies these ideas to the situation in Nigeria*s

urban centers suggesting that cooperative housing fits in Nigeria.
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(i). The strength, of the tenement system ** the joint efforts of the

. . landlord and .the prospective tenant -in creating a substantial

. part of the tenement houses.

(ii) The traditional communal ownership of land which would make it

possible for the urban dwellers to own their

flats in ona apartment building ancl hold joint ownership

''■ of ths land on which the apartment building stands.

(iii). Our past experience with cooperative efforts within the farm

economy, clearing farm lands, harvesting crops and building

houses, and our present day communal projects, building village

roads, schools and hospitals to which the government has often

participated by granting financial aid,

11- Mr. Aradeon elaborates on his proposal for cooperative housing by

saying:

It soems to me that cooperative housing has the potential for

creating a.process in which government, business and citizens will

be able to work as oqual partners in providing housing on a very

meaningful basis to those citizens who cannot otherwise;afford to

own their own homes in our growing urban centres- '

■ ■■■■ ■ In theory, cooperative housing would seem to be pushing out the

oreative landlord, but in practico this would not be so because

of the peculiar! tie a" of land ownership in Nigeria.

Traditionally* land ia held in ti-ust for the people, by the Chiefs

wfco allocate plots to families whe want to build their own home.

The land as well ts the house ia then held in common by the family.

The monetary economic system and urbanization have disrupted this

practice to a great extent in the urban centers, where, for instance,

ownership of land is held either in the public domain, by the extended

family or by private titles. Former crown lands are now held in the

public domain oither by the government or the municipality. By

law, land can be sold only to native Nigerians. Basically,
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old families, especially where the land is owned by an /

extended family, arc io.luctant to. sell; as a consequence,

leasehold of ;iand is the most common method of land transac

tion in Lagos.

Therefore, the cooperative housing societys in the course of

acquiring land for one of "its apartment building might have to

deal with an extended family which might not be willing to

sell. In such instances-, the property could be considered

as an investment in the project. For instance; the central

■Lagos■■■■sOuiS project of 1955, could have been planned for

rebuilding on this level. Instead of paying the family

' ^' bwners for their land and expecting- them tc buy back a marginal

■"'■* 'plot for rebuilding to specifications, monies paid" to'them

^ for "their land (which they quickly shared among the members

■ of their tfuEliies) could "hs.ve been "counted, as an investment :

in a new cooperative housing project''that could have been

built in stages, The families could have,continued to live

in the area and, in addition, get some yearly dividend'from

- the use of their land. Tne ssHna principle would apply where a '

municipality or the central1government is not willing to sell

its land to the cooperative housing society. Therefore, land '

acquisition should present no great problem and the cost should

be n-egli'gible where the government especially if committed

to-iiouBing as a sooial policy, should happ3n to own the land. '

The advantages of this cooperative housing system are numerous:

(a) It will generate greater interest on the part of the citizens

in the total environment in which they live,

It will^hable participating citizens to collectively share

costs in'an apartment building that might otherwise have been

prohibitive to the individual in building a home, For the

middle and low'income groups, this should be highly attractive.
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(o) It will provide some competitive element in the housing

field that will affect rent, housing standards? and

therefore improve the quality of housing.

(d) It will "be profitable to the economy in general because

it will generate related economic activities such as:

(i) Banking

(ii) Insurance

(iii) Building materials; and

(iv) Research and production in household equipments.

12. Mr. Aradeonrs discussion of cooperative housing has been presented

in these extensive quotes because of the timely importance of his ideas

to officers of African governments responsible for housing and social

welfare. He does not stand alone. Like minded friends and colleagues

can "be found in many of the countries of the continent.

Essential actions by governments

13, In response to the need felt by various persons associated with

the Centre for Housing, Building and Planning of the United Nations, a

brief study was made about a year ago of the "Techniques of Financing

Cooperative and Non-Profit Housing Developments in Selected Countries".

Information provided by member organizations of the International

Cooperative Housing Development Association on housing financing in

nine countries was summarized and analyzed. These countries weres

Chile, Czechoslovakia, Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, Israel,

Poland, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States* From this

information a few essential factors seemed to present themselves.

14» The obvious platitude that housing must be the secondary product

of primary industries, in the technical sense of these words, must be

repeated. The labor of the worker in the enterprise using his skills

will,, in. some manner, be rewarded with a house he can feel is his home*

In the tradition of some countries^ this reward can be fairly direot

and immediate with little or no funds passing through the hands of
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the worker in the form of rent or mortgage amortization. In the earlier

post-war years this was true in Poland, Czechoslovakia and other places

where housing was deemed to be an emergency.

15. In other traditions, Sweden, United Kingdom, and the United States,

particularly, the workers demand greater choice in the selection of their

housing based upon personal preferences as to style of living and personally

felt needs and expectations. For these societies, the economic enterprise

must reward the laborer sufficiently so that a substantial portion of his

wage can be set aside in savings for ultimate investment in a house which

is satisfying to him and his family.

16. The economic cost of housing is actually the same in either of the

above instances, or in intermediate cases of some form of housing subsidy.

17- Differences have to do with the techniques of utilizing that

portion of the economic product in such a manner that is satisfying to the.

individuals and families involved and adequate and productive to the

society and economy.

18. These must be done:

1. Favourable public policy must be established

2» Savings for housing- must be protected and rewarded

3. Desires of people for their own home must be harnessed

4. Professional assistance of a competent non-profit

technical service organization must be secured.

Favourable public policy must be established

19« Until the demand for housing is understood as something more than the,

expressed needs of individuals but also as economic and political necessity

in industrial urbanized areas, there will be no adequate housing. Public

policy as expressed in permissive and implementing legislation and wise

regulation^and administration is the first and absolute necessity for

seouring housing in any tradition or economy. This may mean the provision

of direct financing or it may be only the insuring- of private mortgages for
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housing, or simply the mse administration of public fiscal policy in a

manner that protects the savor and boiaorcaer* Neither political philo-.

sophy or economic theory alters this necessity.

Savings must be protectod aftd rewarded

20. It ha3 been interssting to note that in almost all countries

there exists the'possibility of some kind of "mortgage adjustment"

which can be instituted in the event of inflation. In only a few is ■ '

this actually'invoked but the potential exists. In some instances, this

adjustment is basically on savin£sc . , ■ ■

21. Perhaps it is much wiser to think and speak of such adjustments

as protections of savers rather,than always making it appear as Something

of a penalty for the pcor fellow paying off his mortgage.

22. In Poland a savings' account declared to be established for a '

downpayment fcr a hcuHir-<j unit, is adjusted periodically on the basis :

of the costs of building materials. Also if a savings account is untouched

for four years an additional premium is credited to the acoount, thus

rewarding saving for housing. Su~h e, "technique oould be quite useful in

many other countries, In the U/dtsd Kindlon: there is a possibility of

changing the interest, rate on ** »nov+..«=rafc?" to protect-1 *ha" savings fund from

which a mortgage is- &ra~,n\\ ■ ''

Desires of_P^otu.^J^PJL,^Mi~..gJgL^^A,^1 stj:e harnoss-ed

23<. Pamilion evtrywhere fool a desp ^osire nto be put'3, to have

"a castle which is inviolably theirs". Uaially- -this is satisfied by ' """

some kind of proprietorship established and qualified under law bo that '

ihe demands of individuals and families can bo. satisfied in. a-manner

acceptable to the larger .community or body politic

24. This *'ownerchip'" of homes ban b^ accomplished in other ways suoh as

the "tenants-cooperatives" in Poland and Czschoslovakia, Similar coopera

tives of renters developed in France after the World War I. Contractual

relationships between Isjsdlovd (government oi> private investor) and the
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cooperative organization of resident members on the one hand, and among

the resident cooperative members on the other hand oan also fulfill these

deep desires of families for "their own home". In other words, the, .

essential qualities of permanence and long-range tenure can be satisfied
without the long-term mortgage,

25. These tenants-cooperatives in Poland and Czechoslovakia have

harnessed deep family .demands for permanence and have resulted in a rapid "'

increase in the production, of housing. Political and economic demands for

housing#e^,met in dramatic fashion since the motivation of individual

families fpr.their own homes have been stimulated. Tenants-cooperatives are

now producing half, of the housing in each country. At the rate of increase,

it is probable.that three-fourth of all Housing production will be ooopera-
tive byJi97Q

26,-. We use these examples from countries in eastern Europe because it is

often assumed that the desires and incentives for investment in homes is

not encouraged in those countries. The importance of these factors has

long been accepted in the Western Countries. ' ;

27- Whatever.else those abstractions called "the economy" or "the state"

or "government" can or cannot do, the record is perfectly clear: they

cannot build houses unless the demands of families for "their own houses"

axe harnessed and energized.

Professional services must be secured

28. In order to get houses built, people organized, .funds accumulated,
legal rights established and housing^ programs moved from drawing boards

to family occupancy, the services of competent professionals1 must be organized

and utilized. For most of the urban families of the world, the largest

obstacle to securing satisfying homes of their own is the unavailability
of these services.
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29- In each country from which information was secured, there is an

active technical service organization,. The member organizations of

International Cooperative Housing Development Association provide such

services in their countries.

These organizations ere;

Institute de Vivienda Populares (IJTVICA) in Chile; Association of Non-

Profit Making Housing Organizations in West Germany? Kulutusaeuu sk

untien Keskusliitto (K K) in Finland; Shikun Ovdim in Israel?

HyresgSsternas Spark&sse - och Byggnads fSrening (National Association

of Tenants, Savings and Building Societies) (HS.B.) and Svenska Hike

byggen (National Construction SocLoty) (S.R.) in Sweden; Cooperative

Planning Ltd.. and East Midlands Housing Association in England? The

United Housing Foundation and the Foundation for Cooperative Housing in

tho United State?*. The Central Cooperative Council in both Czechoslovakia

and Poland provi-1:, T^riinr ro-r".ccc in their countries,

30* The professional service organization is the key essential without

which popular or social interest in housing cannot be produced.

31. A brochure prepared by T02 describing the structure and function

of these non governmental, non profit Technical Service Organizations

is available in English*

Cooperative gouging - j££b^^aJLj^jgeotis

32. In this paper we have attempted to avoid a detailed study of

the techniques of cooperative housing. Howsver, there is available

in English1 a paper giving a dsscription of "Advantages of the Single

Mortgage Housing Cooperative11. Th:.s is part of a series of papers

prepared by the Foundation for Cooperative Housing for use in the

newly developing countries.
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Housing - titiat is it?

33. Some exceedingly interesting work has recently been done by consultanta

of the United Nations Housing Center on what it really is that people are

attempting to secure in the name of housing. The work of John Turner, of

the Harvard-MIT Joint Center for Urban Studies done on behalf of the

Housing Center provided a most interesting and helpful analysis of human

needs and motivations in regards to housing and urban development. In a

study prepared for a UN seminar at the University of Pittsburgh in 1966

entitled 'Uncontrolled Urban Settlements! Problems and Policies"^ to. lurner
designated and defined three kinds of life situation or needs of families.

Those who first come from the rural areas into the city need seek and

find location near Jobs. Those who have established somewhat more

security in their employment and income are more interested in security

and tenure. Families who have secured greater affluence, perhaps a second

and third generation, from agrarian life, are seeking the Quality of

34. Essentially, all three functions must be satisfied for all families.

However, the particular mix of functions depend on the needs of the family

at any given time. Although these studies are based on experience in Latin

America there is no reason to feel that they would be different if carried

out in the rapidly growing cities of Africa.

35. Mr. Turner's essential propositions have been supported and validated

by studies conducted by the Cornell Center for Housing and Environmental
Studies in Puerto Rico.

36. It is a matter of utmost importance that official public servants of

the Government of Africa understand the depth of the motivations of those

1/ U.N. document No. 3/c.6/74/Add.l. Centre for Housing, Building
and Planning, United Nations Headquarters, New York.
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families moving from rural to urban areas and the intensity of theix

desire for the opportunity and dignity which they associate with the

housing they are able to secure. In truth'it is for! them, not oust

protection from the weather but their dream of a castle representing

their hope and their faith in a'future for themselves, their children

and their children's children. A house is the cloak that eaoh family

wraps around its own identity and dignity. The cooperative is one

kind of Instrument by which the family establishes its identity

and




